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THE STANDARD 

2

SM describes all short distance phenomena 
down to d ~ 10-18 cm.

Gauge bosons

Fermions

Yukawa couplings

Higgs

LSM =� 1
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SM QUARK SECTOR

3

Lquark = iq̄i 6Dqi + iūi 6Dui + id̄i 6Ddi

+ qiy
u
ij ju+ qiy

d
ijdj�+ h.c.
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SM QUARK SECTOR

3

Without Yukawa couplings, SM possesses a large global 
flavor symmetry:

Lquark = iq̄i 6Dqi + iūi 6Dui + id̄i 6Ddi

+ qiy
u
ij ju+ qiy

d
ijdj�+ h.c.

U(3)Q ⇥ U(3)U ⇥ U(3)D
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SM QUARK SECTOR

3

Without Yukawa couplings, SM possesses a large global 
flavor symmetry:

Lquark = iq̄i 6Dqi + iūi 6Dui + id̄i 6Ddi

+ qiy
u
ij ju+ qiy

d
ijdj�+ h.c.

U(3)Q ⇥ U(3)U ⇥ U(3)D

With Yukawa couplings, flavor structure still very 
predicative, supressed FCNC’s, small CP violation, lepton 
and baryon number conservation, etc. 
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SM FLAVOR

SM flavor structure 
very delicate 
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relatively light charginos and neutralinos in the superpartner spectrum. (Of course, after

EWSB, these physical states may also contain admixtures of electroweak gauginos.)

hu hut hu hu

t̃

FIG. 1. Higgs mass corrections

Next, we turn to quantum loops. We assume that q̃L, t̃R have approximately the same

mass, mt̃, for simplicity, and we also neglect the µ and A-terms. We work pre-EWSB since we

are concerned with sensitivity to parametrically higher scales. By evaluating the diagrams

in figure 1, we find that the m2
hu

parameter receives the following correction:

!m2
hu

= !
3y2t
4"2

m2
t̃ ln

!

!UV

mt̃

"

(5)

Naturalness therefore requires, very roughly,

mt̃ ! 400GeV. (6)

There are also electroweak gauge/gaugino/Higgsino one-loop contributions to Higgs mass-

squared. Again, working before electroweak symmetry breaking (gaugino-Higgsino mixing)

and just looking at the stronger SU(2)L coupling, the Higgs self-energy diagrams are in

figure 2.
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FIG. 2. Higgs mass correction

The Higgs mass correction is then given by

!m2
hu

=
3g2

8"2
(m2

W̃
+m2

h̃
) ln

!UV

mW̃

. (7)

11

SM HIGGS SECTOR

5

Higgs potential has only dimensionful parameter in SM

Quantum corrections make the mass parameter unstable:
the hierarchy problem. 

LHiggs = |Dµ�|2 �m2�†�� �

4
(�†�)2
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The Higgs mass correction is then given by
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hu
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SUPERSYMMETRY

6

Introduce “superpartner” of different spin to cancel 
quadratic divergences

Quantum corrections only log sensitive to cutoff
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• Rich and interesting 
collider phenomenology

• Elegant extension of 
spacetime symmetries

• Grand unification works 
better than SM

• Well motivated R-parity 
automatically gives dark 
matter candidate

SUSY IS GREAT!

7
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SUSY FLAVOR 

8

SUSY must be broken, many new flavor violating 

Generic TeV scale values of mass matrix are badly ruled 
out 
by low energy flavor tests

(a)

!

e!µ!
!B

!µR !eR

(b)

!

e!µ!

"W!

!"µ !"e

(c)

!

e!µ!
!B

!µL !eR

Figure 6.6: Some of the diagrams that contribute to the process µ! ! e!! in models with lepton
flavor-violating soft supersymmetry breaking parameters (indicated by "). Diagrams (a), (b), and (c)
contribute to constraints on the o!-diagonal elements of m2

e , m
2
L, and ae, respectively.

6.4 Hints of an Organizing Principle

Fortunately, there is already good experimental evidence that some powerful organizing principle must
govern the soft supersymmetry breaking Lagrangian. This is because most of the new parameters in
eq. (6.3.1) imply flavor mixing or CP violating processes of the types that are severely restricted by
experiment [78]-[103].

For example, suppose that m2
e is not diagonal in the basis (!eR, !µR, !#R) of sleptons whose superpart-

ners are the right-handed parts of the Standard Model mass eigenstates e, µ, # . In that case, slepton
mixing occurs, so the individual lepton numbers will not be conserved, even for processes that only
involve the sleptons as virtual particles. A particularly strong limit on this possibility comes from the
experimental bound on the process µ ! e!, which could arise from the one-loop diagram shown in
Figure 6.6a. The symbol “"” on the slepton line represents an insertion coming from #(m2

e)21!µ
"
R!eR

in LMSSM
soft , and the slepton-bino vertices are determined by the weak hypercharge gauge coupling [see

Figures 3.3g,h and eq. (3.4.9)]. The result of calculating this diagram gives [80, 83], approximately,

Br(µ ! e!) =

#

$

|m2
µ̃!
R
ẽR
|

m2
!̃R

%

&

2 '
100 GeV

m!̃R

(4

10!6 "

)

*

*

*

*

+

*

*

*

*

,

15 for mB̃ $ m!̃R
,

5.6 for mB̃ = 0.5m!̃R
,

1.4 for mB̃ = m!̃R
,

0.13 for mB̃ = 2m!̃R
,

(6.4.1)

where it is assumed for simplicity that both ẽR and µ̃R are nearly mass eigenstates with almost degener-
ate squared masses m2

!̃R
, that m2

µ̃!
R
ẽR

% (m2
e)21 = [(m2

e)12]
" can be treated as a perturbation, and that

the bino !B is nearly a mass eigenstate. This result is to be compared to the present experimental upper
limit Br(µ ! e!)exp < 1.2 " 10!11 from [104]. So, if the right-handed slepton squared-mass matrix
m2

e were “random”, with all entries of comparable size, then the prediction for Br(µ ! e!) would be
too large even if the sleptons and bino masses were at 1 TeV. For lighter superpartners, the constraint
on µ̃R, ẽR squared-mass mixing becomes correspondingly more severe. There are also contributions to
µ ! e! that depend on the o!-diagonal elements of the left-handed slepton squared-mass matrix m2

L,
coming from the diagram shown in fig. 6.6b involving the charged wino and the sneutrinos, as well as
diagrams just like fig. 6.6a but with left-handed sleptons and either !B or "W 0 exchanged. Therefore,
the slepton squared-mass matrices must not have significant mixings for !eL, !µL either.

Furthermore, after the Higgs scalars get VEVs, the ae matrix could imply squared-mass terms that
mix left-handed and right-handed sleptons with di!erent lepton flavors. For example, LMSSM

soft contains
!eae !LHd + c.c. which implies terms #&H0

d'(ae)12!e"R!µL # &H0
d'(ae)21!µ"

R!eL + c.c. These also contribute
to µ ! e!, as illustrated in fig. 6.6c. So the magnitudes of (ae)12 and (ae)21 are also constrained
by experiment to be small, but in a way that is more strongly dependent on other model parameters
[83]. Similarly, (ae)13, (ae)31 and (ae)23, (ae)32 are constrained, although more weakly [84], by the
experimental limits on Br(# ! e!) and Br(# ! µ!).
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FLAVOR BLIND 

9

Assume mediation of SUSY breaking is flavor blind

Alternatively, a framework like gauge mediation predicts 
flavor blind soft masses

(Hidden sector)
(Visible sector)

Supersymmetry
breaking origin

     MSSMFlavor-blind

interactions

Figure 7.2: The presumed schematic structure for supersymmetry breaking.

candidate gauge singlet whose F -term could develop a VEV. Therefore one must ask what e!ects are
responsible for spontaneous supersymmetry breaking, and how supersymmetry breakdown is “com-
municated” to the MSSM particles. It is very di"cult to achieve the latter in a phenomenologically
viable way working only with renormalizable interactions at tree-level, even if the model is extended to
involve new supermultiplets including gauge singlets. First, on general grounds it would be problematic
to give masses to the MSSM gauginos, because the results of section 3 inform us that renormalizable
supersymmetry never has any (scalar)-(gaugino)-(gaugino) couplings that could turn into gaugino mass
terms when the scalar gets a VEV. Second, at least some of the MSSM squarks and sleptons would
have to be unacceptably light, and should have been discovered already. This can be understood from
the existence of sum rules that can be obtained in the same way as eq. (7.1.13) when the restrictions
imposed by flavor symmetries are taken into account. For example, in the limit in which lepton flavors
are conserved, the selectron mass eigenstates ẽ1 and ẽ2 could in general be mixtures of ẽL and ẽR.
But if they do not mix with other scalars, then part of the sum rule decouples from the rest, and one
obtains:

m2
ẽ1 +m2

ẽ2 = 2m2
e, (7.4.1)

which is of course ruled out by experiment. Similar sum rules follow for each of the fermions of the
Standard Model, at tree-level and in the limits in which the corresponding flavors are conserved. In
principle, the sum rules can be evaded by introducing flavor-violating mixings, but it is very di"cult to
see how to make a viable model in this way. Even ignoring these problems, there is no obvious reason
why the resulting MSSM soft supersymmetry-breaking terms in this type of model should satisfy
flavor-blindness conditions like eqs. (6.4.4) or (6.4.5).

For these reasons, we expect that the MSSM soft terms arise indirectly or radiatively, rather than
from tree-level renormalizable couplings to the supersymmetry-breaking order parameters. Supersym-
metry breaking evidently occurs in a “hidden sector” of particles that have no (or only very small)
direct couplings to the “visible sector” chiral supermultiplets of the MSSM. However, the two sectors
do share some interactions that are responsible for mediating supersymmetry breaking from the hidden
sector to the visible sector, resulting in the MSSM soft terms. (See Figure 7.2.) In this scenario, the
tree-level squared mass sum rules need not hold, even approximately, for the physical masses of the
visible sector fields, so that a phenomenologically viable superpartner mass spectrum is, in principle,
achievable. As a bonus, if the mediating interactions are flavor-blind, then the soft terms appearing in
the MSSM will automatically obey conditions like eqs. (6.4.4), (6.4.5) and (6.4.6).

There have been two main competing proposals for what the mediating interactions might be.
The first (and historically the more popular) is that they are gravitational. More precisely, they are
associated with the new physics, including gravity, that enters near the Planck scale. In this “gravity-
mediated”, or Planck-scale-mediated supersymmetry breaking (PMSB) scenario, if supersymmetry is
broken in the hidden sector by a VEV !F ", then the soft terms in the visible sector should be roughly

msoft # !F "/MP, (7.4.2)

by dimensional analysis. This is because we know that msoft must vanish in the limit !F " $ 0 where
supersymmetry is unbroken, and also in the limit MP $ % (corresponding to GNewton $ 0) in which

74

Figure 7.5: MSSM scalar squared masses in gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking models arise in
leading order from these two-loop Feynman graphs. The heavy dashed lines are messenger scalars, the
solid lines are messenger fermions, the wavy lines are ordinary Standard Model gauge bosons, and the
solid lines with wavy lines superimposed are the MSSM gauginos.

a significantly stronger condition than eq. (6.4.5). Again, eqs. (7.7.14) and (7.7.15) should be applied at
an RG scale equal to the average mass of the messenger fields running in the loops. However, evolving
the RG equations down to the electroweak scale generates non-zero au, ad, and ae proportional to the
corresponding Yukawa matrices and the non-zero gaugino masses, as indicated in section 6.5. These
will only be large for the third-family squarks and sleptons, in the approximation of eq. (6.1.2). The
parameter b may also be taken to vanish near the messenger scale, but this is quite model-dependent,
and in any case b will be non-zero when it is RG-evolved to the electroweak scale. In practice, b can be
fixed in terms of the other parameters by the requirement of correct electroweak symmetry breaking,
as discussed below in section 8.1.

Because the gaugino masses arise at one-loop order and the scalar squared-mass contributions
appear at two-loop order, both eq. (7.7.12) and (7.7.14) correspond to the estimate eq. (7.4.3) for
msoft, with Mmess ! yI"S#. Equations (7.7.12) and (7.7.14) hold in the limit of small "FS#/yI"S#2,
corresponding to mass splittings within each messenger supermultiplet that are small compared to the
overall messenger mass scale. The sub-leading corrections in an expansion in "FS#/yI"S#2 turn out
[163]-[165] to be quite small unless there are very large messenger mass splittings.

The model we have described so far is often called the minimal model of gauge-mediated supersym-
metry breaking. Let us now generalize it to a more complicated messenger sector. Suppose that q, q
and !, ! are replaced by a collection of messengers !I ,!I with a superpotential

Wmess =
!

I

yIS!I!I . (7.7.16)

The bar is used to indicate that the left-handed chiral superfields !I transform as the complex conjugate
representations of the left-handed chiral superfields !I . Together they are said to form a “vector-like”
(real) representation of the Standard Model gauge group. As before, the fermionic components of each
pair !I and !I pair up to get squared masses |yI"S#|2 and their scalar partners mix to get squared
masses |yI"S#|2 ± |yI"FS#|. The MSSM gaugino mass parameters induced are now

Ma =
"a

4#
"
!

I

na(I) (a = 1, 2, 3) (7.7.17)

where na(I) is the Dynkin index for each !I+!I , in a normalization where n3 = 1 for a 3+3 of SU(3)C
and n2 = 1 for a pair of doublets of SU(2)L. For U(1)Y , one has n1 = 6Y 2/5 for each messenger pair
with weak hypercharges ±Y . In computing n1 one must remember to add up the contributions for each
component of an SU(3)C or SU(2)L multiplet. So, for example, (n1, n2, n3) = (2/5, 0, 1) for q + q and
(n1, n2, n3) = (3/5, 1, 0) for ! + !. Thus the total is

"

I(n1, n2, n3) = (1, 1, 1) for the minimal model,

85

                  Martin, Supersymmetry Primer, arXiv:9709356 [hep-ph].
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MINIMAL FLAVOR 
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Promote SU(3) flavor group to full symmetry

Ansatz that all flavor violation proportional to Yu and Yd
Chivukula and Georgi, 1987.  Hall and Randall, 1990.  Ciuchini et. al. 
1998.  Buras et. al. 2001.  D’Ambrosio et. al. 2002.  Cirigliano et. al. 2005. 

SU(3)Q SU(3)U SU(3)D SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y
Q 3 1 1 3 2 +1/6
u 1 3 1 3 1 �2/3
d 1 1 3 3 1 +1/3

Yu 3 3 1 1 1 0
Yd 3 1 3 1 1 0
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MFV SUSY

11

Soft SUSY parameters now fixed up to flavor universal 
dimensionful coefficients

Flavor universality up to corrections that are largest
for 3rd generation

Flavor bounds are much more easily satisfied

A
soft

(Yu + ...)ij q̃iũjhu

m2

soft

ũ†
i

�
11 + Y †

uYu + ...
�
ij
ũj
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FLAVORFUL SUSY

12

Soft SUSY parameters parametrically the same size
as Yukawa’s, matrices not aligned
Nomura, Papucci, DS, 2007.  Nomura, DS 2008. 

Low energy constraints can still be easily satisfied, 
phenomenology often quite be different

Much easier to build models which satisfy this property
Nomura, Papucci, DS 2008.

a 6/ Yaij ⇠ A
soft

Yij
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SUSY PRE 2010

13

• Elegant solution to the hierarchy problem with many nice 
features

• Makes a big mess of flavor in simplest incarnation

• Many solutions including gauge mediation, MFV, flavorful 
SUSY

• In 2010, we were very hopeful that the LHC would turn on 
find huge excesses in missing energy events
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LHC ASSAULT

14 Mass scale [TeV]
-110 1 10

ATLAS SUSY Searches* - 95% CL Lower Limits (Status: HCP 2012)
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 massb~ ))0

1
χ
∼(m) = 2 ±

1
χ
∼(m(405 GeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-151]-1=13.0 fbL

 massb~ ) < 150 GeV)0

1
χ
∼(m(480 GeV , 7 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-106]-1=4.7 fbL

 massg~ ) < 200 GeV)0

1
χ
∼(m(1.15 TeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-145]-1=12.8 fbL

 massg~ ) < 300 GeV)0

1
χ
∼(m(1.00 TeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-103]-1=5.8 fbL

 massg~ ) < 300 GeV)0

1
χ
∼(m(860 GeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-151]-1=13.0 fbL

 massg~ ) < 300 GeV)0

1
χ
∼(m(850 GeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-105]-1=5.8 fbL

 massg~ ) < 200 GeV)0

1
χ
∼(m(1.24 TeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-145]-1=12.8 fbL

 scale1/2F  eV)-4) > 10G
~

(m(645 GeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-147]-1=10.5 fbL

 massg~ ) > 200 GeV)H
~

(m(690 GeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-152]-1=5.8 fbL

 massg~ ) > 220 GeV)0

1
χ
∼(m(900 GeV , 7 TeV [1211.1167]-1=4.8 fbL

 massg~619 GeV , 7 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-144]-1=4.8 fbL

 massg~ ) > 50 GeV)0

1
χ
∼(m(1.07 TeV , 7 TeV [1209.0753]-1=4.8 fbL

 massg~  > 20)β(tan1.20 TeV , 7 TeV [1210.1314]-1=4.7 fbL

 massg~  < 15)β(tan1.24 TeV , 7 TeV [1208.4688]-1=4.7 fbL

 massg~ ))g~(m)+0
χ
∼(m(2

1) = ±
χ
∼(m) < 200 GeV, 0

1
χ
∼(m(900 GeV , 7 TeV [1208.4688]-1=4.7 fbL

 massq~ )0

1
χ
∼) < 2 TeV, light g~(m(1.38 TeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-109]-1=5.8 fbL

 massg~ )0

1
χ
∼) < 2 TeV, light q~(m(1.18 TeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-109]-1=5.8 fbL

 massg~ = q~1.24 TeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-104]-1=5.8 fbL
 massg~ = q~1.50 TeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-109]-1=5.8 fbL

Only a selection of the available mass limits on new states or phenomena shown.*
 theoretical signal cross section uncertainty.σAll limits quoted are observed minus 1

-1 = (2.1 - 13.0) fbLdt∫
 = 7, 8 TeVs

ATLAS
Preliminary

7 TeV results

8 TeV results
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Supersymmetry may not be dead but these 
latest results have certainly put it in the 

HOSPITAL.

- Prof. Chris Parkes, quoted by the BBC
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Can decay the proton and make 
a (bigger) mess of flavor

WRPV =
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} �B = 1

Figure 6.5: Squarks would mediate disas-
trously rapid proton decay ifR-parity were
violated by both !B = 1 and !L = 1 in-
teractions. This example shows p ! e+!0

mediated by a strange (or bottom) squark. u
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assignments are L = +1 for Li, L = "1 for ei, and L = 0 for all others. Therefore, the terms in
eq. (6.2.1) violate total lepton number by 1 unit (as well as the individual lepton flavors) and those in
eq. (6.2.2) violate baryon number by 1 unit.

The possible existence of such terms might seem rather disturbing, since corresponding B- and
L-violating processes have not been seen experimentally. The most obvious experimental constraint
comes from the non-observation of proton decay, which would violate both B and L by 1 unit. If both
"" and """ couplings were present and unsuppressed, then the lifetime of the proton would be extremely
short. For example, Feynman diagrams like the one in Figure 6.5† would lead to p+ ! e+!0 (shown) or
e+K0 or µ+!0 or µ+K0 or #!+ or #K+ etc. depending on which components of "" and """ are largest.‡

As a rough estimate based on dimensional analysis, for example,

"p#e+!0 # m5
proton

&

i=2,3

|""11i"""11i|2/m4
'di
, (6.2.3)

which would be a tiny fraction of a second if the couplings were of order unity and the squarks have
masses of order 1 TeV. In contrast, the decay time of the proton into lepton+meson final states is
known experimentally to be in excess of 1032 years. Therefore, at least one of ""ijk or """11k for each of
i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2; k = 2, 3 must be extremely small. Many other processes also give strong constraints
on the violation of lepton and baryon numbers [67, 68].

One could simply try to take B and L conservation as a postulate in the MSSM. However, this
is clearly a step backward from the situation in the Standard Model, where the conservation of these
quantum numbers is not assumed, but is rather a pleasantly “accidental” consequence of the fact
that there are no possible renormalizable Lagrangian terms that violate B or L. Furthermore, there
is a quite general obstacle to treating B and L as fundamental symmetries of Nature, since they are
known to be necessarily violated by non-perturbative electroweak e#ects [69] (even though those e#ects
are calculably negligible for experiments at ordinary energies). Therefore, in the MSSM one adds a
new symmetry, which has the e#ect of eliminating the possibility of B and L violating terms in the
renormalizable superpotential, while allowing the good terms in eq. (6.1.1). This new symmetry is
called “R-parity” [8] or equivalently “matter parity” [70].

Matter parity is a multiplicatively conserved quantum number defined as

PM = ("1)3(B$L) (6.2.4)

for each particle in the theory. It is easy to check that the quark and lepton supermultiplets all
have PM = "1, while the Higgs supermultiplets Hu and Hd have PM = +1. The gauge bosons and
gauginos of course do not carry baryon number or lepton number, so they are assigned matter parity
PM = +1. The symmetry principle to be enforced is that a candidate term in the Lagrangian (or in
the superpotential) is allowed only if the product of PM for all of the fields in it is +1. It is easy to see
that each of the terms in eqs. (6.2.1) and (6.2.2) is thus forbidden, while the good and necessary terms

†In this diagram and others below, the arrows on propagators are often omitted for simplicity, and external fermion
label refer to physical particle states rather than 2-component fermion fields.

‡The coupling !!! must be antisymmetric in its last two flavor indices, since the color indices are combined antisym-
metrically. That is why the squark in Figure 6.5 can be 's or 'b, but not 'd, for u, d quarks in the proton.
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assignments are L = +1 for Li, L = "1 for ei, and L = 0 for all others. Therefore, the terms in
eq. (6.2.1) violate total lepton number by 1 unit (as well as the individual lepton flavors) and those in
eq. (6.2.2) violate baryon number by 1 unit.

The possible existence of such terms might seem rather disturbing, since corresponding B- and
L-violating processes have not been seen experimentally. The most obvious experimental constraint
comes from the non-observation of proton decay, which would violate both B and L by 1 unit. If both
"" and """ couplings were present and unsuppressed, then the lifetime of the proton would be extremely
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which would be a tiny fraction of a second if the couplings were of order unity and the squarks have
masses of order 1 TeV. In contrast, the decay time of the proton into lepton+meson final states is
known experimentally to be in excess of 1032 years. Therefore, at least one of ""ijk or """11k for each of
i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2; k = 2, 3 must be extremely small. Many other processes also give strong constraints
on the violation of lepton and baryon numbers [67, 68].

One could simply try to take B and L conservation as a postulate in the MSSM. However, this
is clearly a step backward from the situation in the Standard Model, where the conservation of these
quantum numbers is not assumed, but is rather a pleasantly “accidental” consequence of the fact
that there are no possible renormalizable Lagrangian terms that violate B or L. Furthermore, there
is a quite general obstacle to treating B and L as fundamental symmetries of Nature, since they are
known to be necessarily violated by non-perturbative electroweak e#ects [69] (even though those e#ects
are calculably negligible for experiments at ordinary energies). Therefore, in the MSSM one adds a
new symmetry, which has the e#ect of eliminating the possibility of B and L violating terms in the
renormalizable superpotential, while allowing the good terms in eq. (6.1.1). This new symmetry is
called “R-parity” [8] or equivalently “matter parity” [70].

Matter parity is a multiplicatively conserved quantum number defined as

PM = ("1)3(B$L) (6.2.4)

for each particle in the theory. It is easy to check that the quark and lepton supermultiplets all
have PM = "1, while the Higgs supermultiplets Hu and Hd have PM = +1. The gauge bosons and
gauginos of course do not carry baryon number or lepton number, so they are assigned matter parity
PM = +1. The symmetry principle to be enforced is that a candidate term in the Lagrangian (or in
the superpotential) is allowed only if the product of PM for all of the fields in it is +1. It is easy to see
that each of the terms in eqs. (6.2.1) and (6.2.2) is thus forbidden, while the good and necessary terms

†In this diagram and others below, the arrows on propagators are often omitted for simplicity, and external fermion
label refer to physical particle states rather than 2-component fermion fields.

‡The coupling !!! must be antisymmetric in its last two flavor indices, since the color indices are combined antisym-
metrically. That is why the squark in Figure 6.5 can be 's or 'b, but not 'd, for u, d quarks in the proton.
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Figure 6.7: Box diagrams leading to KK̄ mixing induced by !!! couplings.

Figure 6.8: Tree level diagram (a) and gluonic penguin one-loop diagram (b) contributing to
the direct !S = 1 CP violation involving !!! couplings.

(see also [325]). Its contribution to the KS ! KL mass difference is related to the matrix el-
ement < Ko|L̄!S=2

eff | ¯̄Ko > and involves the products of !!!313!!!323 couplings (see for example
Fig. 6.7) as well as CKM matrix elements 5. This "Rp coupling’s contribution to the KS ! KL

mass difference has been calculated in [324] using NLO QCD evolution of Wilson coefficient
also included in L!S=2

eff [326] as well as lattice calculations for long-distance hadronic processes
which cannot be evaluated pertubatively and also contribute to the above matrix element. Re-
quiring that this contribution to theKS !KL mass difference is not larger than the experimental
value [272] 6 allows one to set an upper limit [324]:

!!!313!
!!!
323 < O(0.033) (6.52)

by performing a general scan over the parameter space on the minimimal supersymmetric ex-
tension of the standard model at the weak scale and taking into account the contraints from
direct searches for supersymmetric particles.

The !!! interactions contribute also at the tree level to the direct !S = 1 CP violation (see
Fig. 6.8(a)), as described by the observable parameter "!. The "Rp contribution to "! is described

5In [323] the charm contribution and in consequence the !!!
232!

!!
213 products have also been considered where

the t-quark in the loop is replaced by a c-quark.
6Actually the upper bound derived in [324] comes from the experimental value published in [327] on the

KS ! KL mass difference. However the difference with the published value in [272] being marginal for the
present purpose, the conclusion of the analysis presented in [324] on !!!

232!
!!!
213 is unchanged.

�00
323

�00
323

�00
313

�00
313
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better than SM

• Well motivated R-parity 
automatically gives dark 
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SUSY IS GREAT!
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MFV RPV
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Imposing MFV on the RPV sector dramatically reduces the 
allowed parameter space and ameliorates the flavor problem.
Nikolidakis and Smith, 2008.

Requiring flavor breaking spurions to couple 
holomorphically allows only one operator.
Csaki, Grossman, Heidenreich, 2012.
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WRPV =
1

2
�ijkLiLjek + �0ijkLiQjdk + µ0iLiHu

+
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�00ijkuidjdk
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SU(3)Q SU(3)U SU(3)D SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y
Q 3 1 1 3 2 +1/6
u 1 3 1 3 1 �2/3
d 1 1 3 3 1 +1/3
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WMFV =
1

2
�00↵��u↵d�d�

together with the lepton masses:

me ' 0.511 MeV , mµ ' 106 MeV , m⌧ ' 1.78 GeV . (3.3)

For the magnitudes of the CKM elements, we take

VCKM ⇠
0

@
1 � �3/2
� 1 �2

�3 �2 1

1

A , (3.4)

where � ⇠ 1/5 approximates all elements to better than 20% accuracy.
The lepton and down-type Yukawa couplings depend strongly on tan � ⌘ vu/vd. We

consider a broad range, 3 <⇠ tan � <⇠ 45, where the lower bound is motivated by electroweak
symmetry breaking, and the upper bound by perturbativity of the bottom Yukawa coupling,
yb <⇠ 1. Consistent with the lower bound tan � >⇠ 3, we will usually assume tan � � 1,
which simplifies many formulae.

Using the assumptions outlined above, we now estimate the size of the baryon-number
violating term (2.4), which is conventionally written in the form:

W
BNV

=
1

2
�00
ijk✏

abcūi
ad̄

j
bd̄

k
c , (3.5)

where a, b, c are color indices and i, j, k are the flavor indices, with summation over repeated
indices understood. The factor of one-half is due to the anti-symmetry of the operator in
the down-type flavor indices (which is a consequence of the color contraction). Using the
basis (3.1), we find

�00
ijk = w00y

(u)
i y

(d)
j y

(d)
k ✏jklV

?
il , (3.6)

where y(u)i and y
(d)
i are the up and down-type Yukawa couplings, and the coupling scales like

(tan �)2 for large tan �. Using the CKM estimate (3.4), we find

�00
usb ⇠ t2�

mbmsmu

m3

t

, �00
ubd ⇠ �t2�

mbmdmu

m3

t

, �00
uds ⇠ �3t2�

mdmsmu

2m3

t

,

�00
csb ⇠ �t2�

mbmcms

m3

t

, �00
cbd ⇠ t2�

mbmcmd

m3

t

, �00
cds ⇠ �2t2�

mcmdms

m3

t

,

�00
tsb ⇠ �3t2�

mbms

m2

t

, �00
tbd ⇠ �2t2�

mbmd

m2

t

, �00
tds ⇠ t2�

mdms

m2

t

. (3.7)

where we t� as a shorthand for tan �. Taking the extreme value tan � = 45, and using the
quark masses (3.2) and � ⇠ 1/5, we obtain the following estimates for the size of the �00

ijk

coupings (for w00 = 1):

s b b d d s

u 5⇥ 10�7 6⇥ 10�9 3⇥ 10�12

c 4⇥ 10�5 1.2⇥ 10�5 1.2⇥ 10�8

t 2⇥ 10�4 6⇥ 10�5 4⇥ 10�5

8

⇥
✓
tan�

50

◆2

�00 '

- R-parity is an approximate symmetry

- Lepton number is an exact symmetry (up to neutrino 

�00
↵0�0�0 = ✏↵��(Y u

↵↵0)(Y d
��0)(Y d

��0)
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LHC pheno depends strongly 
on who is the LSP
Csaki, Grossman, Heidenreich, 2012.

Squark LSP Case:

•  Squark pair production 
    lead to pairs of di-jets

•  Gluino pair production
    gives pairs of tri-jets
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Promote SU(3)QxSU(3)UxSU(3)D flavor group to full gauge symmetry
SU(3)Q SU(3)U SU(3)D SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y

Q 3 1 1 3 2 +1/6
u 1 3 1 3 1 �2/3
d 1 1 3 3 1 +1/3

 uc 3 1 1 3 1 �2/3
 dc 3 1 1 3 1 +1/3
 u 1 3 1 3 1 +2/3
 d 1 1 3 3 1 �1/3

Yu 3 3 1 1 1 0
Yd 3 1 3 1 1 0
Y c
u 3 3 1 1 1 0

Y c
d 3 1 3 1 1 0
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• Gauge full non-abelian SM flavor group
      Grinstein, Redi, Villadoro, 2010.

• Add minimal matter content to cancel anomalies

•        and     are vectorlike under all gauge symmetries

• In addition to MSSM matter, theory contains exotics, 
and flavor gauge fields

• Previous LR-SUSY version:  Mohapatra, 2012.

 u ū
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W = �uHuQ uc + �0uYu u uc +Mu uū + (u ! d)

Yu ! hYui  uc
mixes with ū
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Figure 2: Diagrams that induce the e!ective Yukawa couplings in the flavor interaction eigenba-
sis (left) and the mass eigenbasis (right). Upon flavor symmetry breaking, the spurion Yu ! "Yu#
gives dirac masses to !u and !uc – the former of which also mixes with ū through the super-
symmetric mass term Mu!uū. Diagonalizing the exotic masses gives rise to the mass-eigenstate
Ū which remains massless (prior to EWSB) and is identified with right-handed up-type quark
of the MSSM.

maining unbroken gauge symmetry and can therefore mix with each other. One triplet from the pair
matches up with !u and gets a Dirac mass that is O("Y #). We refer to these exotic mass eigen-
states as ". The three remaining fields from ū and !uc are massless before electroweak symmetry
and can be identified as the MSSM right handed up superfields (Ū , C̄, T̄ ). More details of the mass
diagonalization are given in the appendix.

Rewriting the Higgs coupling in the superpotential in terms of mass eigenstates gives rise to SM
Yukawa couplings,

"uHuQ
!(!uc)! $! "uHuQ

!(Vu
!"!Ū"!

) % (Yu)!"!HuQ
!Ū"!

, (6)

where Vu,d is the unitary matrix that transforms interaction states into mass eigenstates, and the
SM Yukawa matrices are defined by Yu % "uVu. In the M/"Y # ! 0 limit, the ū are, themselves,
the massless eigenstates Ū and do not mix with any exotic fields. Thus, for the lighter generations
Y & O(M/"Y #) while for the O(1) top Yukawa coupling, the relationship is more complicated
since M and "Y # will be comparable. Note that the change of basis in Eq. (6) also induces exotic
HuQ" couplings, which do not exhibit the Yukawa structure. This mass diagonalization is shown
schematically in Fig. 2.

Since the Yukawas depend on the ratio M/"Y #, we demand that "Y # ' M for the lighter gen-
erations whose corresponding exotic fermions receive large O("Y #) masses and become exceedingly
heavy; for the third generation, the Yukawa coupling is of order unity, so the corresponding exotic
partners are naturally lighter. Note, however, that the overall scale of M and Y is undetermined.
This feature will become instrumental in suppressing e!ects that deviate from MFV structure after
SUSY is broken in section 3.

2.2 Trilinear Baryon Violation

The usual BNV operator in the MSSM is

"!!!"#Ū
!D̄"D̄# , (7)

7

 uc
mixes with ū
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Since the Yukawas depend on the ratio M/"Y #, we demand that "Y # ' M for the lighter gen-
erations whose corresponding exotic fermions receive large O("Y #) masses and become exceedingly
heavy; for the third generation, the Yukawa coupling is of order unity, so the corresponding exotic
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the massless eigenstates Ū and do not mix with any exotic fields. Thus, for the lighter generations
Y & O(M/"Y #) while for the O(1) top Yukawa coupling, the relationship is more complicated
since M and "Y # will be comparable. Note that the change of basis in Eq. (6) also induces exotic
HuQ" couplings, which do not exhibit the Yukawa structure. This mass diagonalization is shown
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Since the Yukawas depend on the ratio M/"Y #, we demand that "Y # ' M for the lighter gen-
erations whose corresponding exotic fermions receive large O("Y #) masses and become exceedingly
heavy; for the third generation, the Yukawa coupling is of order unity, so the corresponding exotic
partners are naturally lighter. Note, however, that the overall scale of M and Y is undetermined.
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Figure 7.2: The presumed schematic structure for supersymmetry breaking.

candidate gauge singlet whose F -term could develop a VEV. Therefore one must ask what e!ects are
responsible for spontaneous supersymmetry breaking, and how supersymmetry breakdown is “com-
municated” to the MSSM particles. It is very di"cult to achieve the latter in a phenomenologically
viable way working only with renormalizable interactions at tree-level, even if the model is extended to
involve new supermultiplets including gauge singlets. First, on general grounds it would be problematic
to give masses to the MSSM gauginos, because the results of section 3 inform us that renormalizable
supersymmetry never has any (scalar)-(gaugino)-(gaugino) couplings that could turn into gaugino mass
terms when the scalar gets a VEV. Second, at least some of the MSSM squarks and sleptons would
have to be unacceptably light, and should have been discovered already. This can be understood from
the existence of sum rules that can be obtained in the same way as eq. (7.1.13) when the restrictions
imposed by flavor symmetries are taken into account. For example, in the limit in which lepton flavors
are conserved, the selectron mass eigenstates ẽ1 and ẽ2 could in general be mixtures of ẽL and ẽR.
But if they do not mix with other scalars, then part of the sum rule decouples from the rest, and one
obtains:

m2
ẽ1 +m2

ẽ2 = 2m2
e, (7.4.1)

which is of course ruled out by experiment. Similar sum rules follow for each of the fermions of the
Standard Model, at tree-level and in the limits in which the corresponding flavors are conserved. In
principle, the sum rules can be evaded by introducing flavor-violating mixings, but it is very di"cult to
see how to make a viable model in this way. Even ignoring these problems, there is no obvious reason
why the resulting MSSM soft supersymmetry-breaking terms in this type of model should satisfy
flavor-blindness conditions like eqs. (6.4.4) or (6.4.5).

For these reasons, we expect that the MSSM soft terms arise indirectly or radiatively, rather than
from tree-level renormalizable couplings to the supersymmetry-breaking order parameters. Supersym-
metry breaking evidently occurs in a “hidden sector” of particles that have no (or only very small)
direct couplings to the “visible sector” chiral supermultiplets of the MSSM. However, the two sectors
do share some interactions that are responsible for mediating supersymmetry breaking from the hidden
sector to the visible sector, resulting in the MSSM soft terms. (See Figure 7.2.) In this scenario, the
tree-level squared mass sum rules need not hold, even approximately, for the physical masses of the
visible sector fields, so that a phenomenologically viable superpartner mass spectrum is, in principle,
achievable. As a bonus, if the mediating interactions are flavor-blind, then the soft terms appearing in
the MSSM will automatically obey conditions like eqs. (6.4.4), (6.4.5) and (6.4.6).

There have been two main competing proposals for what the mediating interactions might be.
The first (and historically the more popular) is that they are gravitational. More precisely, they are
associated with the new physics, including gravity, that enters near the Planck scale. In this “gravity-
mediated”, or Planck-scale-mediated supersymmetry breaking (PMSB) scenario, if supersymmetry is
broken in the hidden sector by a VEV !F ", then the soft terms in the visible sector should be roughly

msoft # !F "/MP, (7.4.2)

by dimensional analysis. This is because we know that msoft must vanish in the limit !F " $ 0 where
supersymmetry is unbroken, and also in the limit MP $ % (corresponding to GNewton $ 0) in which
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viable way working only with renormalizable interactions at tree-level, even if the model is extended to
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have to be unacceptably light, and should have been discovered already. This can be understood from
the existence of sum rules that can be obtained in the same way as eq. (7.1.13) when the restrictions
imposed by flavor symmetries are taken into account. For example, in the limit in which lepton flavors
are conserved, the selectron mass eigenstates ẽ1 and ẽ2 could in general be mixtures of ẽL and ẽR.
But if they do not mix with other scalars, then part of the sum rule decouples from the rest, and one
obtains:
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which is of course ruled out by experiment. Similar sum rules follow for each of the fermions of the
Standard Model, at tree-level and in the limits in which the corresponding flavors are conserved. In
principle, the sum rules can be evaded by introducing flavor-violating mixings, but it is very di"cult to
see how to make a viable model in this way. Even ignoring these problems, there is no obvious reason
why the resulting MSSM soft supersymmetry-breaking terms in this type of model should satisfy
flavor-blindness conditions like eqs. (6.4.4) or (6.4.5).

For these reasons, we expect that the MSSM soft terms arise indirectly or radiatively, rather than
from tree-level renormalizable couplings to the supersymmetry-breaking order parameters. Supersym-
metry breaking evidently occurs in a “hidden sector” of particles that have no (or only very small)
direct couplings to the “visible sector” chiral supermultiplets of the MSSM. However, the two sectors
do share some interactions that are responsible for mediating supersymmetry breaking from the hidden
sector to the visible sector, resulting in the MSSM soft terms. (See Figure 7.2.) In this scenario, the
tree-level squared mass sum rules need not hold, even approximately, for the physical masses of the
visible sector fields, so that a phenomenologically viable superpartner mass spectrum is, in principle,
achievable. As a bonus, if the mediating interactions are flavor-blind, then the soft terms appearing in
the MSSM will automatically obey conditions like eqs. (6.4.4), (6.4.5) and (6.4.6).

There have been two main competing proposals for what the mediating interactions might be.
The first (and historically the more popular) is that they are gravitational. More precisely, they are
associated with the new physics, including gravity, that enters near the Planck scale. In this “gravity-
mediated”, or Planck-scale-mediated supersymmetry breaking (PMSB) scenario, if supersymmetry is
broken in the hidden sector by a VEV !F ", then the soft terms in the visible sector should be roughly

msoft # !F "/MP, (7.4.2)

by dimensional analysis. This is because we know that msoft must vanish in the limit !F " $ 0 where
supersymmetry is unbroken, and also in the limit MP $ % (corresponding to GNewton $ 0) in which
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Figure 1: The hierarchies of scales in our model. The numerical values given are approximate and
can be raised as long as their order remains the same.

from D-terms of the flavor gauge group which are anarchic in flavor space, but all corrections are
under theoretical control and can be su!ciently small to evade all constraints.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe the quark sector of our model in the
SUSY preserving limit. In section 3 we describe how SUSY breaking is communicated and show that
flavor violation in the soft Lagrangian inherits approximate MFV structure. We also describe sources
of deviation from MFV. In section 4 we consider experimental constraints from direct production
and various flavor violating processes, and we show that this model is viable for natural values of the
flavor parameters. In section 5 we extend the model to include leptons and we show that MFV leads
to a natural realization of pure Dirac neutrino masses. We also briefly consider the more standard
seesaw scenario. We give concluding remarks in section 6.

2 Gauged Supersymmetric Model

We begin by describing the quark sector of the model which has a gauged flavor group GF !
SU(3)Q " SU(3)U " SU(3)D. The full gauge group is G ! GSM " GF , with the usual GSM !
SU(3)c " SU(2)L " U(1)Y . In section 5 we will extend the model to include leptons, so the flavor
group will be enlarged to contain SU(3) factors for the corresponding L,E and N̄ fields. The
superfield content of the quark sector is given in Table 1: in addition to the MSSM-like fields, Q, ū, d̄,
we add exotic fields !u,!uc ,!d,!dc which are also charged under the flavor group as well as SM color
and hypercharge; there are no new fields with SU(2)L charge. The !u (!d) and ū (d̄ ) fields now form
a vectorlike pair under the full gauge group, so exotic-SM mass-mixing will be present.

Finally, the model also features the flavon fields Yu and Y c
u which break SU(3)Q " SU(3)U , and

Yd and Y c
d which break SU(3)Q " SU(3)D. We now have a supersymmetrized setup of the model

presented in [19], but here we are forced to add the Y c
u and Y c

d superfields to cancel the anomalies
that come from the fermions in Yu and Yd. We will discuss the origin of flavor breaking in section 2.3,
but we note here that, for the separation of scales we will require, the Yu,d scalar VEVs will be
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candidate gauge singlet whose F -term could develop a VEV. Therefore one must ask what e!ects are
responsible for spontaneous supersymmetry breaking, and how supersymmetry breakdown is “com-
municated” to the MSSM particles. It is very di"cult to achieve the latter in a phenomenologically
viable way working only with renormalizable interactions at tree-level, even if the model is extended to
involve new supermultiplets including gauge singlets. First, on general grounds it would be problematic
to give masses to the MSSM gauginos, because the results of section 3 inform us that renormalizable
supersymmetry never has any (scalar)-(gaugino)-(gaugino) couplings that could turn into gaugino mass
terms when the scalar gets a VEV. Second, at least some of the MSSM squarks and sleptons would
have to be unacceptably light, and should have been discovered already. This can be understood from
the existence of sum rules that can be obtained in the same way as eq. (7.1.13) when the restrictions
imposed by flavor symmetries are taken into account. For example, in the limit in which lepton flavors
are conserved, the selectron mass eigenstates ẽ1 and ẽ2 could in general be mixtures of ẽL and ẽR.
But if they do not mix with other scalars, then part of the sum rule decouples from the rest, and one
obtains:
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ẽ2 = 2m2
e, (7.4.1)

which is of course ruled out by experiment. Similar sum rules follow for each of the fermions of the
Standard Model, at tree-level and in the limits in which the corresponding flavors are conserved. In
principle, the sum rules can be evaded by introducing flavor-violating mixings, but it is very di"cult to
see how to make a viable model in this way. Even ignoring these problems, there is no obvious reason
why the resulting MSSM soft supersymmetry-breaking terms in this type of model should satisfy
flavor-blindness conditions like eqs. (6.4.4) or (6.4.5).

For these reasons, we expect that the MSSM soft terms arise indirectly or radiatively, rather than
from tree-level renormalizable couplings to the supersymmetry-breaking order parameters. Supersym-
metry breaking evidently occurs in a “hidden sector” of particles that have no (or only very small)
direct couplings to the “visible sector” chiral supermultiplets of the MSSM. However, the two sectors
do share some interactions that are responsible for mediating supersymmetry breaking from the hidden
sector to the visible sector, resulting in the MSSM soft terms. (See Figure 7.2.) In this scenario, the
tree-level squared mass sum rules need not hold, even approximately, for the physical masses of the
visible sector fields, so that a phenomenologically viable superpartner mass spectrum is, in principle,
achievable. As a bonus, if the mediating interactions are flavor-blind, then the soft terms appearing in
the MSSM will automatically obey conditions like eqs. (6.4.4), (6.4.5) and (6.4.6).

There have been two main competing proposals for what the mediating interactions might be.
The first (and historically the more popular) is that they are gravitational. More precisely, they are
associated with the new physics, including gravity, that enters near the Planck scale. In this “gravity-
mediated”, or Planck-scale-mediated supersymmetry breaking (PMSB) scenario, if supersymmetry is
broken in the hidden sector by a VEV !F ", then the soft terms in the visible sector should be roughly

msoft # !F "/MP, (7.4.2)

by dimensional analysis. This is because we know that msoft must vanish in the limit !F " $ 0 where
supersymmetry is unbroken, and also in the limit MP $ % (corresponding to GNewton $ 0) in which
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from D-terms of the flavor gauge group which are anarchic in flavor space, but all corrections are
under theoretical control and can be su!ciently small to evade all constraints.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe the quark sector of our model in the
SUSY preserving limit. In section 3 we describe how SUSY breaking is communicated and show that
flavor violation in the soft Lagrangian inherits approximate MFV structure. We also describe sources
of deviation from MFV. In section 4 we consider experimental constraints from direct production
and various flavor violating processes, and we show that this model is viable for natural values of the
flavor parameters. In section 5 we extend the model to include leptons and we show that MFV leads
to a natural realization of pure Dirac neutrino masses. We also briefly consider the more standard
seesaw scenario. We give concluding remarks in section 6.

2 Gauged Supersymmetric Model

We begin by describing the quark sector of the model which has a gauged flavor group GF !
SU(3)Q " SU(3)U " SU(3)D. The full gauge group is G ! GSM " GF , with the usual GSM !
SU(3)c " SU(2)L " U(1)Y . In section 5 we will extend the model to include leptons, so the flavor
group will be enlarged to contain SU(3) factors for the corresponding L,E and N̄ fields. The
superfield content of the quark sector is given in Table 1: in addition to the MSSM-like fields, Q, ū, d̄,
we add exotic fields !u,!uc ,!d,!dc which are also charged under the flavor group as well as SM color
and hypercharge; there are no new fields with SU(2)L charge. The !u (!d) and ū (d̄ ) fields now form
a vectorlike pair under the full gauge group, so exotic-SM mass-mixing will be present.

Finally, the model also features the flavon fields Yu and Y c
u which break SU(3)Q " SU(3)U , and

Yd and Y c
d which break SU(3)Q " SU(3)D. We now have a supersymmetrized setup of the model

presented in [19], but here we are forced to add the Y c
u and Y c

d superfields to cancel the anomalies
that come from the fermions in Yu and Yd. We will discuss the origin of flavor breaking in section 2.3,
but we note here that, for the separation of scales we will require, the Yu,d scalar VEVs will be
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Figure 2: Diagrams that induce the e!ective Yukawa couplings in the flavor interaction eigenba-
sis (left) and the mass eigenbasis (right). Upon flavor symmetry breaking, the spurion Yu ! "Yu#
gives dirac masses to !u and !uc – the former of which also mixes with ū through the super-
symmetric mass term Mu!uū. Diagonalizing the exotic masses gives rise to the mass-eigenstate
Ū which remains massless (prior to EWSB) and is identified with right-handed up-type quark
of the MSSM.

maining unbroken gauge symmetry and can therefore mix with each other. One triplet from the pair
matches up with !u and gets a Dirac mass that is O("Y #). We refer to these exotic mass eigen-
states as ". The three remaining fields from ū and !uc are massless before electroweak symmetry
and can be identified as the MSSM right handed up superfields (Ū , C̄, T̄ ). More details of the mass
diagonalization are given in the appendix.

Rewriting the Higgs coupling in the superpotential in terms of mass eigenstates gives rise to SM
Yukawa couplings,

"uHuQ
!(!uc)! $! "uHuQ

!(Vu
!"!Ū"!

) % (Yu)!"!HuQ
!Ū"!

, (6)

where Vu,d is the unitary matrix that transforms interaction states into mass eigenstates, and the
SM Yukawa matrices are defined by Yu % "uVu. In the M/"Y # ! 0 limit, the ū are, themselves,
the massless eigenstates Ū and do not mix with any exotic fields. Thus, for the lighter generations
Y & O(M/"Y #) while for the O(1) top Yukawa coupling, the relationship is more complicated
since M and "Y # will be comparable. Note that the change of basis in Eq. (6) also induces exotic
HuQ" couplings, which do not exhibit the Yukawa structure. This mass diagonalization is shown
schematically in Fig. 2.

Since the Yukawas depend on the ratio M/"Y #, we demand that "Y # ' M for the lighter gen-
erations whose corresponding exotic fermions receive large O("Y #) masses and become exceedingly
heavy; for the third generation, the Yukawa coupling is of order unity, so the corresponding exotic
partners are naturally lighter. Note, however, that the overall scale of M and Y is undetermined.
This feature will become instrumental in suppressing e!ects that deviate from MFV structure after
SUSY is broken in section 3.

2.2 Trilinear Baryon Violation

The usual BNV operator in the MSSM is

"!!!"#Ū
!D̄"D̄# , (7)

7

HuQ
↵( uc)↵ ! HuQ

↵(Vu
↵�0Ū�0

) ⌘ (Yu)↵�0HuQ
↵Ū�0
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Figure 4: Interaction basis diagrams that yield A-terms (left and middle) and mass basis diagrams

that connect MSSM fields to the mass eigenstates ˜̄U and !̃ (right). The resulting HuQ̃
˜̄U A-term is

consistent with MFV up to small corrections that arise from exotic scalar/fermion mass di"erences
once SUSY is broken.

full structure of a typical MSSM A-term is now

AS

!

Y +O (Y!Y ) +O
"

Y µY

!Y "

#

+O
"

Y m2
S

!Y "2

#$

HuQ̃ ˜̄U , (20)

where only the first term # Y in the brackets is exactly MFV. To preserve the features of MFV
SUSY, we will demand that these additional terms be small and in section 4 we will consider the
relevant experimental bounds.

In this framework, as in the MSSM, only the third generation squarks can receive large A-terms;
all other such terms will be Yukawa suppressed. Thus, it is easy to accommodate light stop or
sbottom LSPs with large mixing between the left and right handed states. Other sparticles will have
very small mixing because the A-terms are small.

3.5 Squark Soft Masses

In the interaction eigenbasis, the soft Lagrangian in Eq. (15) contains the soft masses

LS $ m2
S

%

Q̃†Q̃+ ˜̄u† ˜̄u+ "̃†
u"̃u + "̃†

uc"̃uc

&

. (21)

After diagonalizing the exotic states with unitary matrices, these terms are flavor universal at leading
order

m2
S

%

Q̃†Q̃+ ˜̄U † ˜̄U + !̃†!̃
&

, (22)

but receive corrections from several sources.

The leading corrections are shown in Fig. 5 and obey the MFV structure; the only SUSY breaking
vertices are due to the ASHuQ̃"̃uc operator which carries Yukawa structure and is brought into the
mass eigenbasis by the same matrices that define the Yukawa couplings. This correction to the soft
mass exists in the MSSM as long as A-terms are non-zero and it has the same structure. In both
cases it is suppressed by v2/m2

S because it requires two Higgs insertions and the exchange of a heavy
scalar.

14

Figure 2: Diagrams that induce the e!ective Yukawa couplings in the flavor interaction eigenba-
sis (left) and the mass eigenbasis (right). Upon flavor symmetry breaking, the spurion Yu ! "Yu#
gives dirac masses to !u and !uc – the former of which also mixes with ū through the super-
symmetric mass term Mu!uū. Diagonalizing the exotic masses gives rise to the mass-eigenstate
Ū which remains massless (prior to EWSB) and is identified with right-handed up-type quark
of the MSSM.

maining unbroken gauge symmetry and can therefore mix with each other. One triplet from the pair
matches up with !u and gets a Dirac mass that is O("Y #). We refer to these exotic mass eigen-
states as ". The three remaining fields from ū and !uc are massless before electroweak symmetry
and can be identified as the MSSM right handed up superfields (Ū , C̄, T̄ ). More details of the mass
diagonalization are given in the appendix.
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where Vu,d is the unitary matrix that transforms interaction states into mass eigenstates, and the
SM Yukawa matrices are defined by Yu % "uVu. In the M/"Y # ! 0 limit, the ū are, themselves,
the massless eigenstates Ū and do not mix with any exotic fields. Thus, for the lighter generations
Y & O(M/"Y #) while for the O(1) top Yukawa coupling, the relationship is more complicated
since M and "Y # will be comparable. Note that the change of basis in Eq. (6) also induces exotic
HuQ" couplings, which do not exhibit the Yukawa structure. This mass diagonalization is shown
schematically in Fig. 2.

Since the Yukawas depend on the ratio M/"Y #, we demand that "Y # ' M for the lighter gen-
erations whose corresponding exotic fermions receive large O("Y #) masses and become exceedingly
heavy; for the third generation, the Yukawa coupling is of order unity, so the corresponding exotic
partners are naturally lighter. Note, however, that the overall scale of M and Y is undetermined.
This feature will become instrumental in suppressing e!ects that deviate from MFV structure after
SUSY is broken in section 3.

2.2 Trilinear Baryon Violation

The usual BNV operator in the MSSM is
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Figure 4: Interaction basis diagrams that yield A-terms (left and middle) and mass basis diagrams

that connect MSSM fields to the mass eigenstates ˜̄U and !̃ (right). The resulting HuQ̃
˜̄U A-term is

consistent with MFV up to small corrections that arise from exotic scalar/fermion mass di"erences
once SUSY is broken.
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where only the first term # Y in the brackets is exactly MFV. To preserve the features of MFV
SUSY, we will demand that these additional terms be small and in section 4 we will consider the
relevant experimental bounds.

In this framework, as in the MSSM, only the third generation squarks can receive large A-terms;
all other such terms will be Yukawa suppressed. Thus, it is easy to accommodate light stop or
sbottom LSPs with large mixing between the left and right handed states. Other sparticles will have
very small mixing because the A-terms are small.

3.5 Squark Soft Masses
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vertices are due to the ASHuQ̃"̃uc operator which carries Yukawa structure and is brought into the
mass eigenbasis by the same matrices that define the Yukawa couplings. This correction to the soft
mass exists in the MSSM as long as A-terms are non-zero and it has the same structure. In both
cases it is suppressed by v2/m2
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Figure 2: Diagrams that induce the e!ective Yukawa couplings in the flavor interaction eigenba-
sis (left) and the mass eigenbasis (right). Upon flavor symmetry breaking, the spurion Yu ! "Yu#
gives dirac masses to !u and !uc – the former of which also mixes with ū through the super-
symmetric mass term Mu!uū. Diagonalizing the exotic masses gives rise to the mass-eigenstate
Ū which remains massless (prior to EWSB) and is identified with right-handed up-type quark
of the MSSM.

maining unbroken gauge symmetry and can therefore mix with each other. One triplet from the pair
matches up with !u and gets a Dirac mass that is O("Y #). We refer to these exotic mass eigen-
states as ". The three remaining fields from ū and !uc are massless before electroweak symmetry
and can be identified as the MSSM right handed up superfields (Ū , C̄, T̄ ). More details of the mass
diagonalization are given in the appendix.

Rewriting the Higgs coupling in the superpotential in terms of mass eigenstates gives rise to SM
Yukawa couplings,

"uHuQ
!(!uc)! $! "uHuQ

!(Vu
!"!Ū"!

) % (Yu)!"!HuQ
!Ū"!

, (6)

where Vu,d is the unitary matrix that transforms interaction states into mass eigenstates, and the
SM Yukawa matrices are defined by Yu % "uVu. In the M/"Y # ! 0 limit, the ū are, themselves,
the massless eigenstates Ū and do not mix with any exotic fields. Thus, for the lighter generations
Y & O(M/"Y #) while for the O(1) top Yukawa coupling, the relationship is more complicated
since M and "Y # will be comparable. Note that the change of basis in Eq. (6) also induces exotic
HuQ" couplings, which do not exhibit the Yukawa structure. This mass diagonalization is shown
schematically in Fig. 2.

Since the Yukawas depend on the ratio M/"Y #, we demand that "Y # ' M for the lighter gen-
erations whose corresponding exotic fermions receive large O("Y #) masses and become exceedingly
heavy; for the third generation, the Yukawa coupling is of order unity, so the corresponding exotic
partners are naturally lighter. Note, however, that the overall scale of M and Y is undetermined.
This feature will become instrumental in suppressing e!ects that deviate from MFV structure after
SUSY is broken in section 3.

2.2 Trilinear Baryon Violation

The usual BNV operator in the MSSM is

"!!!"#Ū
!D̄"D̄# , (7)

7

HuQ
↵( uc)↵ ! HuQ

↵(Vu
↵�0Ū�0

) ⌘ (Yu)↵�0HuQ
↵Ū�0

AHu
eQ( e uc) ! AHu

eQ(Vu ēU) ' A (Yu)Hu
eQ ēU
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Need                                     up to small corrections.

Equivalent to                           ,  so SUSY breaking is 
small

Deviation goes like 

Inverted hierarchy comes to the rescue again!

V
fermion

= V
scalar

m2
s = M†

fMf

m2

soft

hY i2
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FLAVON 

36

SU(3)Q SU(3)U SU(3)D
Yu 3 3 1
Yd 3 1 3
Y c
u 3 3 1

Y c
d 3 1 3

WY = �YuYuYuYu + �Y c
u
Y c
uY

c
uY

c
u + µYuYuY

c
u + (u ! d)
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FLAVON 

37

WY = �YuYuYuYu + �Y c
u
Y c
uY

c
uY

c
u + µYuYuY

c
u + (u ! d)

All these parameters must because they induce
additional SUSY breaking

�F ⇤
Y = �Y Y Y + µY Y

c

|DQ|2 =
g2Q
2

���Y ⇤
u T

a
QYu � Y c

uT
a
QY

c
u
⇤

+ eQ⇤T a
Q
eQ� e ucT a

Q
e ⇤
uc + (u ! d)

���
2
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A


Y +O (Y�Y ) +O

✓
Y µY

hY i
◆
+O

✓
Y m2

S
hY i2

◆�
Hu

eQ ēU
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SOFT PARAMETERS
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A


Y +O (Y�Y ) +O

✓
Y µY

hY i
◆
+O

✓
Y m2

S
hY i2

◆�
Hu

eQ ēU

Exactly MFV
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SOFT PARAMETERS

38

A


Y +O (Y�Y ) +O

✓
Y µY

hY i
◆
+O

✓
Y m2

S
hY i2

◆�
Hu

eQ ēU

Flavorful SUSYExactly MFV
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SOFT PARAMETERS
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A


Y +O (Y�Y ) +O

✓
Y µY

hY i
◆
+O

✓
Y m2

S
hY i2

◆�
Hu

eQ ēU

m2
S

⇢
11 +

v2

m2
S
Y†Y+Y


O (Y�Y ) +O

✓
Y µY

hY i
◆
+O

✓
Y m2

S
hY i2

◆�

+g2F


O(1) +O

✓
�4
Y

�4
S

hY i2
m2

S

◆��
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A


Y +O (Y�Y ) +O

✓
Y µY

hY i
◆
+O

✓
Y m2

S
hY i2

◆�
Hu

eQ ēU

m2
S

⇢
11 +

v2

m2
S
Y†Y+Y


O (Y�Y ) +O

✓
Y µY

hY i
◆
+O

✓
Y m2

S
hY i2

◆�

+g2F


O(1) +O

✓
�4
Y

�4
S

hY i2
m2

S

◆��

Flavor universal
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✓
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◆
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Flavor universal

Exactly MFV
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SOFT PARAMETERS

39
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Y +O (Y�Y ) +O

✓
Y µY

hY i
◆
+O

✓
Y m2

S
hY i2
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Hu
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m2
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⇢
11 +
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Y†Y+Y
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Y µY
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Flavor universal

Exactly MFV

Flavorful SUSY
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SOFT PARAMETERS
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A


Y +O (Y�Y ) +O

✓
Y µY

hY i
◆
+O

✓
Y m2

S
hY i2

◆�
Hu

eQ ēU

m2
S

⇢
11 +

v2

m2
S
Y†Y+Y


O (Y�Y ) +O

✓
Y µY

hY i
◆
+O

✓
Y m2

S
hY i2

◆�

+g2F


O(1) +O

✓
�4
Y

�4
S

hY i2
m2

S

◆��

Flavor universal

Exactly MFV

Flavorful SUSY

Flavor anarchy
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AWAY FROM MFV

40

Exact MFV

•               

•  

•            

•  

•  

�Y ⌧ 1

gF ⌧ 1

mS , v ⌧ hY i

µY ⌧ hY i

hY i ⌧ M⇤
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AWAY FROM MFV

40

Exact MFV

•               

•  

•            

•  

•  

�Y ⌧ 1

gF ⌧ 1

mS , v ⌧ hY i

µY ⌧ hY i

hY i ⌧ M⇤
Not a corner of parameter 
space, but a tool for 
computation
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CONSTRAINTS

41

Many of the constrained processes in this model 
are studied in the literature.
Nomura, DS, 2008. Grinstein, Redi, Villadoro, 2010.  Csaki Grossman, 
Heidenreich, 2011. Buras et. al. 2012.

Direct constraints:
• RPV gluino search
• Search for Z’, W’
• Search for top 

partners

Indirect constraints:
•                mixing
• Neutron EDM
•             oscillations
• Proton decay
•  
•  

K � K̄

Z ! bb̄

n� n̄

Vtb
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PARAMETER 

42

M⇤ & 1010 GeV

⇤

hY i11 & 107 GeV

hY i33 & 104 GeV

mg̃ & 700 GeV
mq̃ & few ⇥ 100 GeV

µY

hY i11
. 10�3

gF . 0.03

�Y . 10�4
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LEPTONS

43

SU(3)L SU(3)E SU(3)N U(1)Y
L 3 1 1 �1/2
ē 1 3 1 +1
N̄ 1 1 3 0

 ec 3 1 1 +1
 N 3 1 1 0
 e 1 3 1 �1
 ⌫ 1 1 3 0

Y⌫ 3 1 3 0
Y c
⌫ 3 1 3 0
Ye 3 3 1 0
Y c
e 3 3 1 0
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PURE DIRAC 

44

Y⌫ ⇠ �⌫M⌫/�
0
⌫hY⌫i

WL =�eHdL ec + �0eYe e ec + Me eē

+ (d ! u, e ! ⌫, ē ! N̄)

Marjoana mass for N forbidden by SU(3)N

Natural realization of pure Dirac neutrinos, 
still reminiscent of traditional seesaw scenario
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CONCLUSIONS

45

• SUSY can solve the hierarchy problem, 
makes a mess of flavor

• Natural SUSY is in trouble, even lepton violating RPV 

• MFV RPV allowed, can be natural, interesting pheno

• Lots of interest in baryon number RPV since our paper: 
Bhattacherjee, Evans, Ibe, Matsumoto, Yanagida, 2013.  Franceschini, 
Mohapatra, 2013.   Csaki, Heidenreich, 2013.
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CONCLUSIONS

46

• Maximal gauge flavor allows model of approximate MFV

• MFV limit allows computation, all bounds can be 
satisfied

• 3rd generation structure could be accessible at LHC

• Could give a window into SM flavor puzzle
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SM GAUGE 

48

SU(3)Q SU(3)U SU(3)D SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y
 uc 3 1 1 3 1 �2/3
 dc 3 1 1 3 1 +1/3
 u 1 3 1 3 1 +2/3
 d 1 1 3 3 1 �1/3

Additional matter charged under SM group, not in 
complete SU(5) multiplets

Hypercharge hits landau pole as low as 1014 GeV

SU(3)6 gauge symmetry not compatible with naive SU(5) 
unification
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FLAVON VEV

49

Single Y field not enough to break all gauge
symmetries and generate SM Yukawa’s

Extend to M copies of Y and Yc and add N singlets S 

Can generate vev for Y and Yc with a singlet S

W = �S S
�
Y Y c � w2

�

W = �Si S
i
�
CijkY

j(Y c)k � w2
i

�

Replace       with                in superpotentialYu

X

i

Y i
u
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